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Chapterr  Five: 

AA New Lif e in Exile: 
Storiess of Resettling in the Netherlands 

Introduction : : 

Inn January 1993 the first wave of the Iraqi Shi'ite women and their families started to arrive in The 
Netherlands.. After a long and difficult process of leaving their homeland in Iraq and living in a transitory 
camp,, the Shi'ite refugees were finally in a position to re-establish themselves in a permanent location. 
Unfortunately,, however, this new country was vastly different than anything they had experienced Their 
movee to Holland was thus both extremely exciting and extremely daunting. The refugees did not come to 
Europee all at once, but rather in a series of resettlement waves organized by the United Nations High 
Commissionerr for Refugees (UNHCR) in Saudi Arabia and the Dutch Government Resettlement Program. 
Thee last wave of resettlement arrived in The Netherlands in 1997 and the number of the Iraqi Shi'ite 
refugeess reached 3.700 persons. Upon arriving, these women and their families stayed in Apeldoorn 
refugeee center52 for three months before they were distributed to the houses that were provided by the 
Dutchh government53. These houses are located in different cities, towns and villages54 throughout The 
Netherlands. . 

Ourr understanding of the experiences of the Iraqi Shi'ite Arab women in exile, their sense of social, 
politicall  and religious-cultural identity was developed in the previous chapters. (Chapter two" Life in 
Iraq",, Chapter three "The Shi'ite Uprising" and Chapter four "lif e in the Refugee Camp in Saudi 
Arabia")) in these chapters women's narratives were built upon a reconstruction of their past within certain 
narrativee genre. Memory served as a crucial tool in the process of identity formation at these stages of 
theirr lives. 

Thiss chapter focuses specifically upon the narratives of the Iraqi Shi'ite women as they began their new 
lif ee in The Netherlands, examining in particular the resettlement phase of their refugee experience. 
Lookingg at the narratives of these women as they develop a new sense of security even amidst foreign, 
alienatingg challenges, I will try to understand the construction of self and identities in the new society55. 
Eachh story that I have gathered for this section presents complex issues of cultural discontinuity and re-
continuity.. I will be examining the displacements in social relations as the women assimilate into foreign 
standardss as well as the renewed sense of agency, religion, and cultural pride many of the Iraqi Shi'ite 
expressed.. In addition, this chapter will be looking at the general effect of resettlement on the Shi'ite 
womenn refugees and their families and how this process has influenced their perception of themselves and 
theirr construction of their identities in the Dutch society. 

Refugeee situations, their causes and consequences, are complex and diverse. The impact on lives and 
identitiess occurs in the interplay between historical, political and socio-cultural factors as well as the 
settlementt context of each refugee population. One must look at the specific culture from which the 

522 Personal interview with Mr . Rob, the director  of Apeldoorn refugee center  in his office on 22-May 1999. 

33Seee Muus Philip work on Reception Policies for  Persons in Need of International Protection in Western European States. Also see information 
onn the United Nations High Commissioner  for  Refugee's Webside on country information section titled: The Netherlands: By the Government 
off  the Netherlands. July 1997. Also see the work of Doomerink, Penninx, and Amersfoort, 1997 on Migratio n policy in The Netherlands 
andd Vermeulen, 1997) Immigration Policy for  a Multicultura l Society. 

544 These refugees have been distributed in the villages and towns of Almere, Assen Breda, Amersfoort, Goes, Dordrecht, Eindhoven, Haarlem, 
Hengelo,, 's-Hertogenbosch, Hoogezand-Sappemeer, Houten, Leiden, Lelystad, Maarssen, Maastricht, Middelburg, Oss, Rijswijk , 
Smallingerland,, Tilburg , Utrecht,Velsen, Vlaardingen, Vlissingen, Voorburg, Woerden, Zoetermeer, and Zwolle. 

35Forr  construction of self and identities in the new society see Buijs, 1993; Seneviratne, 1997; Anwar, 1998 
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refugeess have come. By studying important social concepts of that culture, one may better understand how 
thee refugees reconstruct the past life while creating a present life. 

Similarly,, the refugee experience differs for every sector of the refugee population, as each brings specific 
histories,, perspectives and goals into a new situation, as, for instance, do men and women or members of 
differentt ages and social classes. Nevertheless, the commonality of the refugee experience arises from the 
collectivityy of the forced uprooting from familiar patterns of everyday life. (Eastmond: 1993: 36) 

Thiss study is going to focus on the lives of the Iraqi Shi'ite refugees once they have been accommodated 
inn the Netherlands. Moving from a basically rural Shi'ite peasant tribal culture to a desert refugee camp in 
aa Sunni Bedouin district of Saudi Arabia and then to a new life in an open society and culture like The 
Netherlandss represents a profound cultural shift. The defining characteristics of the refugee experience are 
culturall  uprooting and discontinuity. But resettlement involves more than the experience of discontinuity; 
itt also involves a search for continuity in the country of resettlement In considering the process of cultural 
adaptation,, we cannot assume that the refugees' personal and collective histories will be erased upon 
receivingg refugee status. 

Thee narratives come from women of wide variety of backgrounds, representing various ages, classes, 
educations,, as well as rural and urban areas. Each woman has a widely different experience of war, and 
thesee particularities shape her response uniquely to the process of resettlement. There are many issues to 
exploree in studying the new life the Iraqi Shi'ite women constructed for themselves. How do these women 
communicatee with Iraq? How do they view their new homeland? How do they present their Shi'ite 
identity?? To each other? To the outside world? To themselves? What does it mean to be an Iraqi woman 
Shi'itee in The Netherlands? 

Genderr provides an especially important lens through which to study the specific experience of 
resettlementt within the larger experience of refugees in general. The lives of the Iraqi women refugees are 
transformedd as drastically as were the lives of their male counterparts, but the problem of social 
integrationn was more demanding for the women. Continuity, then, does not mean not changing, but to be 
ablee to integrate change in a productive way. To understand the various implications of social and cultural 
changess in the new country for Iraqi men and women one must examine their social worlds and bases of 
identityy in Iraq. The process and experience of change must also be reviewed within what may be called 
thee "social construction of exile'- that is, the arrangement of what the exile process entails and how it 
formulatess a collective identity. This social construction must then be explored within the fabric of exile 
andd identity-building in general. (Eastmond, 1993: 37) 

Thee Iraq Shi'ites were bound together due to their shared experiences as survivors of an ordeal, as 
refugeess within the new land of the Netherlands. Even as schisms arose within the exile community, the 
women,, especially, as we shall explore, drew a strict boundary between themselves and the host society. 
Forr the Iraqi refugees, living in Saudi Arabia was a temporary state, a life of transition before being 
allowedd politically to return home. But this was not the case in the Netherlands where the concept of exile 
meanss a permanent state. 

Finallyy a Sense of Security and Freedom: 

Despitee the complications of living as a foreigner, life in the Netherlands ensured the refugees that, at the 
least,, they would enjoy a sense of security. Across every woman's narrative shines the utter relief of living 
inn a society at peace. Finally, mothers could sleep through the night without fearing bombs, troops, or 
Ba'athistt persecution. There was no need to guard their children's door at night or live in hiding. Their 
lives,, after decades and of constant anxiety, were not at risk anymore. Habiba, one of the elderly and key 
informants,, in her narratives described her feeling of safety and that she found Aman [security] in the 
Netherlands.. This sense of Aman for Habiba, was that she was able to close her door at night and sleep 
throughoutt the night without waking. 
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Alongg with this sense of Aman, the women I interviewed shared a strong appreciation for the religious 
freedomm granted in Holland. Finally, after years of persecution and endangerment, they had the liberty to 
proclaimm their identity as Iraqi, Shi'ite, Arab. As Habiba explained: 

Inn Iraq there was no religious freedom for the Shi'ites. It was however better in 
Saudii  Arabia- Here in Holland the religious freedoms are observed. We could 
celebratee our religious festival, and there are journals, newspapers and magazines 
forr the Shi'ites. 

Withh flashbacks of memories jumping continually among Saudi Arabia, Iraq and The Netherlands women 
expressedd and said emotional stories of their sense of political freedom and many of them had mentioned 
inn their narratives what Fatima, one of the key informants that "People here [Holland] had the right to 
speakk and work. This was different from what we experienced in Iraq." 
Ass this quote illustrates, the new life offered a sense of security and feedom of expression they lacked in 
theirr homeland. 

Thesee women and their families, upon establishing themselves with refugee status, were free to travel 
fromfrom any moment of their arrival or travel outside Holland after two years of their stay in Holland, pursue 
anyy education or profession, or even start their own business or their own NGOs. This were the rights of 
alll  refugees, citizens and immigrants in Holland. However, these women expressed joyful feelings of 
aquiringg the right to travel outside or inside the country wihout being stopped by numerous check points. 

Inn addition, the psychological freedom of escaping a totalitarian state was a cause for joy. Many of the 
womenn expressed relief at the possibility of sitting at home and watching a night of television without 
Saddam'ss political speeches every hour. Fatima said the biggest change for her in Holland was that the 
Queenn did not appear much on the TV. She said that she saw the Queen maybe only twice a year. In fact, 
thee Queen's taciturn peaceful image very much appealed to the Iraqi women, who nicknamed her Malika 
HabbabahHabbabah (Beloved Queen), unlike Saddam who, everytime he appeared on the screen, according to the 
women,, brought a new declaration of war and death. Eventually, the women watched Dutch TV while 
simultaneouslyy listening to Iraqi music. 

Losss of Family: 

Althoughh the new life in exile was a welcome relief for the Iraqi Shi'ites women and their families, the 
tragedyy of this resettlement was its inter-family distancing. Over the course of the two Gulf wars and 
Uprising,, the Iraqi Shi'ites families lost a significant portion of their men in the battlefield. Unfortunately, 
however,, the severance of family did not end there. Even if a family were separated during the refugee 
campp experience, many had hopes that the situation was only temporary. In the permanent resettlement, 
however,, suddenly people had to begin new lives without the presence and support of their community, 
friends,, or family members. 

Inn Iraq, and in the Middle East in general, family plays a central role in society. Extended families often 
livee in one location56. Decisions are made collectively within the family and for the collective benefit of 
thee family. The notion of the nuclear family does not register as strongly in the Middle East as it does in 
thee West Also, elders have an esteemed role as guides, teachers, and are respected for their knowledge, 
wisdom,, and experience. Often, grandparents will reside with their children and grandchildren in one 
house.. This is not seen as a burden, but rather, an honor and an important tradition. 

Manyy refugees fought for family reunification, but the system proved insurmountable, as Fatima, one of 
mid-agedd and key informants, described: 

Wee fought and migrated to be and live as families but the United Nations [resettlement program] was able 
too separate us all over the world and bringing a family member to Holland is difficult 

566 For  extended families and life style see Abu Lughod, 1985; Ibrahim and Hopkins, 1985; al-torir i and El-Solh, 1988 
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Inn the eyes of the Dutch law, individual security and stability was paramount. Nuclear families were 
importantt as well, particularly for the children. But due to the technical difficulties and resettlement 
priorities,, bringing every member of each family to the Netherlands was not feasible. Moreover, the 
notionn of extended family as it is known in Iraq is not recognized in The Netherlands. 

Suddenly,, the refugees went from a large and tightly knit community of relatives to just one or two family 
members.. (Joseph, 2000; Joseph, 1999) 
Thiss shift was especially difficult for the women, who served as heads of the family gatherings. The 
familyy support was a great pillar of society back home, and most of the women desperately missed their 
traditionall  family systems of support 

Azuumatt  Nisa: 
TheThe Women's Gathering 

Inn the face of loneliness and in the absence of familial support, the Shi'ite refugee women nevertheless 
perseveredd with their tradition of female gatherings, known in Iraq as azuumat nisa, literally "women's 
gathering".. Deeply embedded within the Iraqi tradition, these gatherings were created by women to 
providee an all-female space, within which to meet, share stories, and enjoy each other's company. Men are 
nott allowed to come near these gatherings, or even be in hearing distance. Because these women are 
scatteredd in distant towns and villages all across The Netherlands and transportation is difficult and 
expensive,, these gatherings were held rarely. When the women were able to gather, it was a great 
celebrationn for everyone involved, even though the length of the stay could not be as carefree and 
extendedd as it had been in Iraq. 

Inn Holland, the small size of houses did not allow women big gatherings as it used to be in Iraq. In 
addition,, many women in the Shi'ite refugee community were dispersed among villages and suburbs and 
differentt cities, making regular meetings difficult. They did not have the opportunity to have their women 
gatheringss as often as in Iraq. However, whenever a husband traveled, the wife would immediately 
telephonee her circle of women friends to invite them over for the duration of her husband's journey. The 
otherr women would arrive with their children, dishes of food, tea, and a suitcase of their finest clothing. 
Thee gathering would begin. Meals became feasts and each evening would involve an extended, enjoyable 
teaa and dinner as the women dressed in their most beautiful clothes. They would take turns in the [women 
talk]]  process telling long joyful stories about the past and the present, sitting comfortably on carpets and 
floorr pillows. Meanwhile, the children listened and played. Women danced, sang and told jokes. Back in 
Iraqq these gatherings were for women's talk only as was described before. However, some change took 
placee in these gatherings and experiences about their lives in Holland were shared, opinions and advice 
weree exchanged. These gatherings in Holland took another dimension of support in the place of a family 
structuree of relatives. These Shi'ite women I interviewed had not just preserved, but re-created an Iraqi 
traditionn to fit their new circumstances in exile. 

Itt was in a two day long azuumat nisa that I gathered the narrative of Fatima. Over long, delicious meals 
andd endless pots of Arab tea, the women and I listened to Fatima's story. Many parts of her narrative give 
aa telling overview as to the complicated nature of the resettlement experience. I have decided to present 
herr story in full, as she recounted it, partly to show the complexity of her obstacles and also to show their 
inter-relatedness.. Even as she discusses tense and painful subjects, the mood of the history is light and 
evenn amusing. The women hear aspects of their own stories within hers and their appreciation lives in 
theirr listening. 

Whenn I arrived in Holland [1993] I was lonely since I was a divorced woman and 
myy children [two sons and a daughter were in Iraq] were not in my company. My 
planss were to obtain the Dutch passport and then in live in Switzerland or 
Americaa [where her sister and brother with their families live]. During our stay in 
Appledoornn refugee center, Mohamed approached me for marriage but I refused. 
Thenn Rob [the camp supervisor] helped me to find a house in an area inhabited 
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byy families. One day at school [Dutch language school] he [Mohamed] approach 
mee again and told me that two women and their husbands would visit me at home 
forr that reason [asking her hand for Mohamed]. They came and I respected them 
alll  and I told them my conditions. I want my children first. One day at the school 
Mohamedd stood up and told the class that we would be married in a couple of 
days.. I was silent and when I asked for a three months period of waiting he told 
mee that people prepared everything for the party. My women friends brought the 
weddingg gown. We made our marriage in the Islamic way. When the Dutch 
askedd me I told them that it was only an engagement party. At the beginning I did 
nott want marriage and children again but Mohamed is a nice man and I was 
lonely.. I accepted For me my children were in my heart and I would not repeat 
thee same mistake since my first husband took the children from me. I call my 
childrenn in Iraq from time to time. My phone was put out of service for one and 
halff  year because I failed to pay the bill due to how much I talk. However, now it 
iss working and I learned not to speak so much on the phone. My children in Iraq 
weree helped by one of my brothers in America since I could not afford to help 
them.. Now my brother lives in USA, My sister lives in Switzerland and my kids 
aree in Iraq and me with the Dutch children [her two sons between her and 
Mohamed]]  in Holland. Before we were in unity, but now in dispersal. My 
childrenn in Iraq do not known their brothers in Holland. They did not see them 
exceptt in photos. 

Att this point in her story, I looked around and Fatima was surrounded by three women middle-aged 
informantss with their children: Zeynab with one, Om Hagir with two, and Sally with two. Meanwhile, 
Fatimaa sits surrounded by her own two children and us. We had all stayed with Fatima for two days. 
Amidstt much conversation and laughter, she continues to describe her plight, the women around her, 
thoughh they had doubtless heard these stories before, all nod and sigh in agreement They frequently asked 
whetherr I was married, whether I was living in a vill a and why did I not have children. They wonder if I 
couldd travel around after I had children. Then Fatima said: 

Thingss in Holland became different On arrival women were totally dependent on 
menn for shopping purposes and on the Dutch voluntary help for appointments 
withh doctors and dealing with the Dutch officials. Now many women became 
independentt and would do their own shopping themselves or even have their 
separatee account numbers and hence independents budgets within the family and 
thatt was new. In my case I am still dependent on the man since I have small kids 
andd nobody would take care of them in my absence. Men here have no work to 
doo so participation in these efforts like paying telephone bills, shopping and the 
likee would give them something to do and on the other hand the woman would 
havee some rest form their boring tasks. Now we scarcely visit others since cities 
aree far apart, transportation is expensive and we can not always know the way, 
hencee we use the telephone as opposed to visits. The other thing is that to visit 
anyy women I had to make sure that her husband was not around so as not to 
botherr him. If her husband was around I could not spend more than an hour with 
her—nott all like in Iraq. Now Mohamed is in Syria and the women come to 
spendd the night with me. Mohamed would stay for one month in Syria during 
whichh I would stay indoors and the women would visit me so often til l his return. 

Afterr two days of gathering and storytelling, the three women and their children return home, renewed, 
andd Fatima carried on with her life. 

Smalll  Houses: The Domestic Sphere Less Importan t in Holland than in Iraq : 

Onee critical difference in Dutch and Iraqi culture concerns the role of the household in society. 
Contributingg greatly to the refugee women's feeling of displacement and isolation, as described by 
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Fatima,, was the diminishment of the role of family and also of domesticity in general. Caring for the 
home,, a pivotal role in traditional Iraqi culture, had become looked down upon and regressive in this new, 
Europeann society. 

Thee physical difference in the size of rooms between Iraqi homes and Dutch homes reflects the conceptual 
differencee in the domestic role of the Iraqi Shi'ite women in these two cultures. In Iraq, the woman plays a 
cruciall  role as the head of the domestic realm. The diminishment of this sphere correlated to the 
diminishmentt many women felt in socio-cultural importance. Habiba, one of the key elderly informants, 
reflectedd upon the difference between the houses, and subsequently, between the cultures of her new and 
oldd homelands: 

Housess in Holland are very small unlike the case in Iraq where there was a 
speciall  compartment for men, women and children...Women had their own space 
andd had more freedom in their houses. Now men were around all the time. When 
menn had visitors we [the women] had to go upstairs. No chance singing and 
dancingg or talking to women while men were around at hearing distance down 
stairs.. In Iraq we used to gather on the courtyard of the house and bake Iraqi 
bread.. Women gathered around the "Tannur" [an oven made of clay] telling 
stories,, tasting the bread and laughing. Although it was hard work, it was nice 
withh relatives around Here in Holland hfe is very easy. For the Dutch women the 
Queenn made everything available and easy to get from these big super markets 
andd it is easy to make. I became like these Dutch women I got many stuff ready 
madee from the supper market. Back home we spent hours and hours cooking. 
Thenn if you cook something nice you send some of it to your neighbor to taste. 
Wee had people around to share with. I used to host many people particularly on 
Fridayss after the noon prayers. Now in Holland we baked the [Iraqi] bread but it 
wass not as tasty as that of Iraq. Here the bread is missing the taste of the stories 
toldd around the Tunnor [an oven made of clay] and the smell of the earth of the 
homeland. . 

Smalll  homes confined the women, and also prohibited the large gatherings and visitations that are so 
centrall  to Iraqi way of life. The baking of the bread in the Tunnor is a preparation of food, but also an 
instrumentall  element of Iraqi culture and community. The activities of the home give the flavor of Iraq to 
itss inhabitants and its traditions. The houses serve as grounds to meet with relatives and pass on the 
legaciess of the Iraqi heritage, particularly for the women. In the new, compact Dutch housing units, the 
womenn feel that much has been lost. 

Ass women were baking break in the Tannur children were playing or helping their mothers. Zaynab, one 
off  the middle-aged informants, recalled that 

Childrenn in Iraq were more calm, obedient, fear the police, help in household 
taskss and never imitate the elderly unlike those [Iraqi children]here in Holland. 
Thesee children in Holland were busy and not sociable enough. They hide in their 
roomss reading, watching TV or lisening to loud music. They got irritated by big 
gatherings.. One of my daughters had a calm Dutch girl friend for four years now. 
Shee socialized with her more than with us. I every now and then recall my family 
inn Iraq. I recall how I was living with my mother. I recall how close I was to her. 
II  used to accompany her to visit friends and families. Now in Iraq it is painful to 
bee away and to remember the condition of children in Iraq was a source of real 
painn too. Those children in Iraq they made no mistake other than being born in 
Iraq.. They were suffering for no good reason. Even the UN showed care to the 
Iraqii  children 

Zaynabb was talking about her childhood in Iraq and compared that with the situation of the Iraqi children 
inn Holland now. She felt sorry for the situation children in Iraq now. 
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Marriage::  Once A Liberation , Now Of Dependence: 

Anotherr theme that compromised the heart of the women's narratives was the ever-present issue of 
marriage.. Marriage plays an essential role in the traditional Iraqi culture. It has religious, social, economic, 
ass well as personal significance. It is not seen as simply a relationship between two individuals, but rather 
aa union of two families. All aspects of marriage reflect the importance of family, from the choosing of the 
pair,, to the permission given to the groom, to the whereabouts of the new couple, to the women's new 
sensee of freedom Contrary to Western conception, women have a large say at every stage of the process. 

Sendingg a letter was a tradition that started in Holland for the absence of the family traditional system of 
networkingg the marriage process. For the single Iraqi men who live abroad and wanted to marry a girl in 
anotherr country, letter writing became the means by which a man introduces himself to a girl and her 
family.. To illustrate, I will explain the story of Anwar, one of the young informants who lived in the 
Netherlands,, while her suitor lived in Germany. First, the suitor would send a letter and his photograph to 
thee family of young, marriageable women through a network of friends and family relations. In his letter 
hee would write brief information about himself and his wish to marry one of their daughters. According to 
hiss self-description and his picture, the girl would accept or reject his offer. The choice of a spouse is a 
woman'ss choice. The women ultimately decide this huge, life-encompassing decision. Although this 
decisionn involves the goals and desires of the woman's family, parents, siblings, and cousins, who all 
becomee involved in the process of marrying off the daughter or son, the choice still resides in the wishes 
off  the daughter. The son proposes, but the bride-to-be accepts or rejects. 

Inn light of the loss of family structure, however, the marriage process suffered greatly during Rafha Camp 
andd in the Netherlands. In the Netherlands, however, the tradition of marriage lost its cultural context. 
Withoutt the stability of families, the partnerships made in Rafha and in the Netherlands were il l informed, 
hasty,, and often out of necessity. Under the extreme pressures of resettlement, these marriages often 
failed. . 
Naima,, one of the middle-aged informants, discussed the troubles with husbands here in the Netherlands. 
Inn her story she said she got married in Rafha, and had expectations of the marriage that it would ease her 
difficulties.. Marriage in exile became a source of insecurity. Whereas in Iraq, marriage ensured a position 
off  autonomy and respect for the women within society, suddenly in Rafha and Holland, marriage brought 
anxiety,, self-consciousness, and powerlessness. When Naima married she was counting on the former 
ideaa of marriage. Far from being a source of security, comfort, and companionship, Naima's husband 
causedd serious problems for her. Far from the homeland these women suffered from two sides: that of the 
husband'ss infidelities and the system's exclusion. The basic element of an Islamic marriage is the 
recognitionn of the marriage by the community and the authority. Though the Muslim community supports 
thee marriage, the fact that the authorities in the new land did not recognize it meant that traditional Iraqi 
marriagess were outside of the law. This jeopardizes the position of women in particular. 

Accordingg to many of the women's narratives, the marriages were filled with tension and distrust From 
myy research, thirty out of the fifty  women that I interviewed told of problems with their husbands. They 
talkedd about issues ranging from neglect, to financial splurges, to spending time inside the home. Naima 
andd others continued to discuss how and why the marriages have come to be so difficult The pressures of 
resettlementt as Naima describes, take their toll on the men as well as the women. Marriage was a difficult 
decisionn in the refugee camp as well as in Holland since people were coming from such different places 
andd it could hardly be possible to know anything about the man in such a short period of time. It might be 
possiblee to meet a man and discuss matters with him, but in fact all men show a good side. Only when she 
gott married to him could she anticipate problems later on. 

Thee system of knowing biographical information serves as a network operation of asking and finding out 
aboutt the manner of the groom in advance via the community. The men would ask about his male side of 
thee family and the women about his relations with sisters and his mother. They would ascertain how the 
suitorr behaved. This networking might take a month from the time of his proposal. Also the male figures 
inn the bride's family were the real source of security to the daughter. If they were strong and had a 
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recognizedd social status that made the groom fear and respect them, he would be sure to respect the bride 
andd treat her well. 

Naimaa said: 
II  could not tolerate the idea of deserting my husband. I have a kind heart. Now 
myy daughters are due to marry and my family is far away from me and my 
husbandd is the only one left for me. Since women had nothing new in their lives 
theyy tend to exchange stories and gossip regarding the problems of each other. 
Myy daughter Hanna is not happy about the way I handled the problem with my 
husband.. She could not accept him and I am aware of that However when he left 
mee for three days I was about to go mad. On the third day I went to him at his 
house!!  It was strange for a woman to behave so, but I did it. 

Hanna,, Naima's daughter, was a close observer of her mother's situation. When I interviewed her the next 
day,, she talked about how the role of men in marriage had changed in exile. 

Thee man, as a guardian for the women57, lost his protective role in this society 
sincee the members of both his and her families are far away in Iraq. Here, men 
aree surrounded not by relatives, but by friends who would not press them if his 
wifee were in trouble at home. In Iraq, the relatives of his woman were feared and 
sometimess respected hence a reconciliation could be worked out and conflicts 
managed.. Here, due to the environment of absolute freedom the man would feel 
himselff  at ease, whereas, before he would be the one who would go to the bank 
too tackle the problems of the family affairs. Women could not complain, nor 
leavee the houses for fear of social shame. Men travel to visit their families in 
Syriaa & Jordan, journeys that would subject them to debts that the woman would 
findd herself responsible for paying back. Here the law has a predilection for 
women'ss rights and in court one is trusted for whatever one tells. In spite of that 
thee Iraqi women avoid the courts for social reasons fearing gossip it would bring, 
andd hence they concede to the men! People need more time to understand the 
system. . 

Amongg those who came from Rafha, the women tended to be absolutely dependent on men due to the four 
yearss they spent in Saudi Arabia. Prior to that and while in Iraq, women could go out to do their business 
unlikee in Saudi Arabia. Although they were free in Holland, the cultural and language barriers made 
womenn continue to live the same restricted lifestyle of the Refugee Camp. 

Anotherr substantial difficulty for the Iraqi Shi'ite refugee women was the difference in legality between 
DutchDutch marriages and Islamic marriages. The marriage contracts of traditional Muslim society held no 
validityy in the Netherlands. Likewise, the Dutch system of nuptials was a legal nuisance and potential 
harm. . 

Khlood,, one of the middle-aged informants, showed another side of the story. 

II  am afraid of the gossip. I need my man in spite of his drawbacks which affected 
me.. I had to ignore his mistakes so as to keep my marriage intact I was obliged 
too tolerate him. I was like a recently weaned child. I could never image life 
withoutt a man! I need a man's passion and only he could satisfy all my needs. He 
couldd desert the house for a couple of days but never for good. My husband 
understoodd me. The society is difficult and the Iraqis here are petty minded. They 
gossipp about trivial things that I could not tolerate. I need my things to be safe 
behindd the closed door. That makes me psychologically at peace. My man was 

al-Rasheedd Madawi (1993) studied die experience of Iraqi women in London and explored the change of the meaning of marriage in 
exile. . 
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nicee and caring; I did not want to get rid  of him. I used to be a teacher  in Iraq and 
noww here I was obliged to work at home. 

Ass these narratives attest, the schism between the men and the women widened during the resettlement 
process.. In Iraq, the distance between the male and female realm was defined by a strong, mutual sense of 
respectt  between the men and the women. This began to change during the hardships of war, when the men 
were,, for  the most, part, absent In the Netherlands, however, there arose new circumstances that left both 
thee men and the women feeling displaced and distrustful . Economic and legal obstacles are particularl y 
soree points in many of the women's narratives concerning spousal dilemmas. They serve as the end result 
off  more complex psychological and cultural schisms. Polygamy, as mentioned in women's narratives, was 
aa subject that raised significant turmoil . Accepted throughout the history of Islam, polygamy, it is 
importantt  to note, has played an undeniable role in Iraqi tradition . Its manifestation, however, in such 
timess of cultural disparagement, impending economic woes, and lonely wives, proved devastating for 
manyy women. 

Ass Zahra, one of middle-aged informants, said that once the woman was married, her  family would 
encouragee her  to persevere in the marriage, despite its difficulties. For  them divorce was shameful and 
unacceptable.. Then she said: 

Husbandss here help in the house and take care of the children more than they 
usedd to back home. This is because they did not have jobs in Holland and so they 
stayy most of the time at home. Men are expected to do certain things as men and 
expectedd not to do certain other  things that do not suit their  position as men. But 
heree these rules have changed. Husbands and men in general stay home and they 
speakk to their  wives more than before. They socialize together  more than back 
homee because most of their  relatives and friends live far  away. This indicates 
changess in the family dynamic and the family responsibilities. 

Anotherr  consequential change in the men's sphere was the re-instatement of the Muta'a marriages. 
Knownn throughout Shi'ite tradition , these marriages are in the name of Muta'a, which means "pleasure 
andd enjoyment". Since Islam forbids sexual relation outside marriage. This why people practice the 
Muta'aMuta'a marriage. In this kind of marriage no declaration or  registration is involved. It is a secret marriage 
inn a legal form that justifies a man and a woman sleeping together  for  some time. The duration of the 
Muta'aMuta'a marriage was decided in advance and usually set for  a short time. For  example, a man might say to 
aa woman "I  will marry you for  three days and I will give you such money but no other  rights."  If she 
accepts,, then he would marry her  in front  of a witness or  two. After  the three days she was automatically 
divorcedd This kind of marriage was known among the Shi'ite of Iran, but not practiced among the Shi'ite 
off  Iraq. However, in Holland the Muta 'a marriages arose and spread among the Shi'ite of Iraq. 

Accordingg to Magda, one of the informants, in The Netherlands, men would marry women without even 
knowingg their  name. Without prospects for  a real marriage, the men sought Muta'a within religiously 
acceptablee traditions. The Dutch and Moroccans made fun of the practice, however, concluding that all 
Shi'it ee marriages were pleasure for  money. In addition, the practice harmed many of the Iraqi Shi'ite 
womenn themselves, who felt alienated from their  men and their  own tradition s of Iraqi Shi'ism, which has 
neverr  condoned Muta'a marriages. 

Krulfel dd argues that identities are cultural constructs that are neither  fixed nor  simplistically transferred to 
neww settings without renegotiations and modifications. (Krulfeld , 1999) In the case of the Iraqi refugee 
womenn in the Netherlands, the cultural institution of marriage is still viewed and sought by some older 
womenn as a source of autonomy and freedom. Yet the new conditions of displacement, the absence of the 
supportt  system of an extended family, the very changes in the physical settings of households in diaspora 
diminishh the support and the status that women normally found in marriages back at home. The process of 
negotiationn and reformulation of the cultural practice of marriage entails the contradictory combination of 
losss of power, the gain of agency, insecurity as well as flexibilit y for  both women and men. Hence, I 
wouldd argue in agreement with Krulfel d that the reconstruction of the selfhood and identities of refugees 
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inn exile (in this case the Iraqi women) involves both "opportunities and constraints." (Krulfeld, 1999: 71) 
Thatt is, it is a process in which cultural continuity and discontinuity are linked in a complex and dynamic 
manner. . 

Divorcedd in Exile: 

Eventuallyy the domestic schisms became insurmountable for many men and women. The rate of divorce 
increasedd dramatically within the Iraqi Shi'ites upon resettlement. As it was mentioned in these women 
narratives. . 

Withh the absence of family structure, the support of women in marriages disappeared. The tradition of 
referencess fell through because there were no male relatives to fulfil l the duties. Fathers in Iraqi tradition, 
protectt their daughters from unsavory suitors. Uncles and brothers assess the family of the potential 
grooms.. As emphasized before, the woman herself ultimately decides whom she will marry, but only after 
receivingg the consultation and blessings of her male and female relatives. This protection carries on 
throughoutt the marriage. Long after the wedding, a husband is accountable to his wife as well as to her 
family.. If he mistreats her, the entire extended family will object. All of this changes, however, during 
resettlementt Suddenly, the male relatives were absent, and the intricacies of the system of protection fell 
through. . 

Accordingg to their narratives, when these women approached their local Dutch social advisors, they were 
usuallyy advised to leave their husbands. Without hesitation, the advice was simply "Pack up and walk 
out!""  What the advisors did not realize was the complexity of the refugees' situations. Without an 
established,, extra-marital network of support and companionship, the Iraqi wives were not in a position 
justt to leave their male counterparts behind. These women would find it difficult to leave her household. 
Facingg a daunting foreign culture and society, the refugees felt the need to remain united, for 
companionshipp as well as solidarity. Besides, where would a wife go? Often her parents and siblings were 
nowheree near, and the prospect of living alone is unheard of in Iraqi culture. Where would she seek 
protection?? As the many women told in their accounts, there were in fact centers that offered a place to 
live,, and where a woman, upon joining could "better herself'. A radical break from their own culture, 
nevertheless,, such centers aided adjustment into a new society. 

Anotherr factor in the increase of divorces according to these women's narratives was that people of 
differentt social origins might not cope well together for long. Still another reason was that the marriage 
itselff  occurred on hurried basis since the bride's family would often accept the first Iraqi who proposed for 
fearr of having their daughters married to foreigners. 

Thiss narrative brings to light an important difference between the concept of women's rights in Iraq and 
thee concept of women's rights in Holland. The latter, according to the women I interviewed, exists within 
thee framework of Dutch culture. In Iraq, however, there are indeed freedoms and autonomies for women, 
butt they exist within the domestic realm and concern marriage, child rearing, and specific cultural 
traditions.. In many cases, the two versions of women's rights run counter to each other. In the case of 
marriage,, the laws and customs that Dutch value as fair are exactly the regulations that inhibit and 
endangerr the Iraqi women. 

Alongg these lines, according to the women's narratives, many of their husbands avoided marriages 
accordingg to the Dutch law because they did not want to commit themselves financially. The money 
grantedd by social institutions to a couple is lower than to two singles. The downside of this arrangement, 
however,, fell upon the women. If a problem occurred, the woman cannot go and file a claim against her 
husband.. Having a child, on the other hand, helps the woman and gives her more rights. This is why, the 
womenn complained, some men do not want to have children. These ideological changes happened, for the 
mostt part, however, only among men. Women still carried their old ideas about marriage, but they lost the 
Islamicc tradition that protected this marriage life—in a sense, they lost the context for the old beliefs. 

588 No statistics available but this could be an area for father studies. 
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Ass Huda, one of the young informants, explained to me, growing up in Iraq affected people deeper  than 
expected.. Years in Rafha deepened an already Islamic way of life. It was nearly impossible to override the 
deeplyy held beliefs of family, marriage, and commitment. The extreme freedom of The Netherlands is not 
consideredd freedom by traditional standards, but a danger  to order, security, and legacy. Nevertheless, 
manyy of the refugees recognized that there was good in both worlds and that Holland did offer 
possibilitiess as well as dangers. But, the enormity of the schism between the two cultures was too much 
forr  many refugees 

Ass might be expected, the marital difficultie s often resulted in divorces. Since the husband is not the main 
providerr  of the family in Holland and all refugees are given the same salary, the man loses the status of 
providerr  within the family. His loss of control is mirrored conversely by the woman's new empowerment 
off  autonomy. Husbands and wives consequently separated as the stigma against divorce is lifted from the 
women.. There is no longer  a family structure to encourage reconciliation nor  to discourage separation. 
Onee young wife said about the lack of family intervention in husband-wife crisis, "I f I  leave my husband 
afterr  a fight, he might not come looking for  me as he would have done back home". 

Iraqii  men are also leaving their  wives and potential wives for  Dutch women who are more independent 
andd settled than the Iraqi women. Some of the Iraqi women feared the loss of their  men and so would 
toleratee extreme hardship, even abuse, in order  to keep their  husband. Lack of literacy, driver' s license, 
Dutchh language, and other  basic skills a native Dutch person would take for  granted, make a woman's life 
veryy frightening without a man to help. Single Iraqi men in Holland have responded in 3 different ways, 
accordingg to the women I interviewed. One type responded to the sexual freedom of the West directly and 
reciprocally;;  others went in the opposite direction and retreated into religious dogmatism; and the third 
type,, meanwhile, looked for  an Iraqi wife immediately to prevent temptation. Nevertheless, despite their 
frustrationfrustration  with the system and with the male response, the women had a great deal of sympathy and 
understandingg for  the refugee men. 

Trappedd between two cultural systems, some women are forced to seek help. Naima in her  narrative 
discussedd the Dutch centers or  houses that offer  a haven for  women in case of serious domestic problems. 
Thee women who arrived from Rafha, she explained, found lif e to be comfortable here. They had the 
freedomfreedom to travel anywhere, wear  anything, etc, but still they still found themselves under  the domination 
off  men, but with no respect, no protection, and no support Due to problems with men, a woman could 
desertt  her  house and settle in the Dutch women's center. Mostly, the dwellers of this house were severely 
troubled. . 

Manyy refugee women realized the unfortunate marital possibilities in store for  their  daughters. Thus, to 
securee a sound future marriage they raised the Mahar  considerably. Many of them said that single men 
havee difficultie s finding a wife in Holland. The marriage expenses are high and the Dutch government 
cannott  give them money for  this purpose. When they start their  life in Holland the Dutch government 
givess them loans to set up their  house. Until the house is complete, the government will not confer  another 
loan.. This presents a frustratin g vicious circle for  the men, because they are usually unable or  unwillin g to 
establishh a proper  home without the help of a wife. Besides this tactic, many mothers will declare that 
theirr  daughter  must finish school and find employment before she even considers accepting a proposal. 

Rajaa,, one of the young informants, commented on this as one of many clever  preventative measures 
womenn should take. Even in a foreign land, a mother  can protect her  daughter  the best she can. 

Thee clever  woman should solve her  problems alone. An educated woman who 
knowss the language could approach the women societies for  help. For  the 
illiteratess the language is a real obstacle. For  them they should tolerate their  men 
andd be patient They have to bear  their  misconduct since they could not liberate 
themselvess from those men! When I feel myself in trouble and when I decide to 
approachh another  women for  help, I ask myself why does she have to help me! I 
re-gatherr  myself and refrain! Once I wrote to one of the organizations for  help 
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underr a nickname. However at the end I solved my problem on my own. It is so 
importantt to try to solve the problem on your own. 

Manyy women, relying upon survival resourcefulness, utilized the strength gained from their past to 
addresss and survive the complexities on a new society. After two wars, an Uprising, the isolation of a 
desertt refugee camp, these women had gained a perseverance that could allow them to work through and 
overcomee the numerous challenges of the new Dutch laws and freedoms. 

Inn short, the experiences of divorce that Iraqi female refugees go through, the attitudes of these women 
andd their other female companions and family members towards divorce present forms of cultural 
discontinuityy and change. Traditional and ideal notions of marriage and husband /wife relationships on the 
partt of refugees have often been transformed and redefined in diaspora. (Benson, 1999) More Iraqi 
womenn in the Netherlands do not see divorce as a stigma as was the case in the homeland. Instead, it is 
oftenn viewed as a way out of an abusive marriage. Both family members and female companions of the 
femalee divorcee do not look down on her. In fact, the female divorcees get support from their families and 
femalee friends. Also the Dutch system of welfare which provides housing and money for single mothers, 
makess divorce more attractive option for some women who may be having economic and marital 
problems.. For such women, divorce becomes a way to be in control of their lives and to have agency. 

Genderr  Differences in the Assimilating Process: 

Inn order to understand the prevalence of failed marriages, one must look closer at the schism that arose 
betweenn male and female refugees upon resettlement. The Shi'ite men and women had markedly 
contrastingg experiences assimilating into Dutch society. The drastic new freedom in The Netherlands 
meantt a specific set of new opportunities, new roles, and new burdens for the men, but entirely different 
setss for the women. 

Att the same time the Iraqi Shi'ite women experienced a crisis caused by what could be described from 
theirr perspective as a counter-productive adaptation by many of the Iraqi Shi'ite men to possibilities 
availablee in Dutch culture if not necessarily condoned by that culture. This issue arose specifically out of 
onee major difference between the way men and women assimilated: their attire outside the home. In 
accordancee to practices prevalent in the Middle East, men wear Western clothes outside the home while 
insidee they wear their native costumes except on Fridays and during the religious ceremonies. 

Women,, on the other hand, wear full traditional dresses outside the home. In Saudi Arabia, this entailed a 
fulll  black abaya that completely covered a woman's body, head, and face. In traditional Shi'ism, however, 
thiss black covering leaves the face uncovered. At home, however, across the Middle East, women often 
removee their scarves and coverings and veils. Among women, in the privacy of their own homes, they 
wearr informal attire, including pants, and do not cover their heads. This pertains to any public outing, 
thus,, men go to work in Iraq in western dress, while women in the Iraqi workforce wear traditional Shi'ite 
covering.. Upon arriving in Holland, the refugees kept their clothing customs more or less the same. This 
iss where the assimilation differentiation between men and women began. 

Thee men, due to their appearance in Western attire experienced an easier assimilation into Dutch society 
thann their female counterparts. The public realm has always been a particularly male territory in Islamic 
andd Arab culture, so the move into a society that valued public life meant necessarily a loss of command 
forr the Iraqi women. In the streets, the hijab and abaya (long dress code) did not signify piety, but rather 
oddnesss and pitiable subjugation. The quiet modesty of the Iraqi women's traditional dress outside the 
homee was translated in The Netherlands, unfortunately, as invisibility at best and backwardness at worst 

Thee difference in dress, as we shall discuss later, is a crucial issue for the Iraqi Shi'ite women in Holland, 
ass well as for Muslims all over the Western world. It echoes and foretells of other differences between 
malee and female assimilation, attesting the complex nature of the role of gender in any cross-cultural 
experience. . 
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Inn Iraq women help each other. One can watch the children and the other can cook or go out and socialize 
withh other women. But here, they lost that kind of freedom and the men do not help much in the house. 
Thee men take care of the mail and the finances. The [Iraqi] women see Dutch men cook, clean, and take 
caree of the children. The women like it, but men see it as strange. 

Alonee in a Foreign Land: Loneliness, Depression, and Illness Among the Shi'ite Women: 

Bothh men and women were marked by traumatic experiences. They had almost all been imprisoned and 
exposedd to torture and other forms of violence. The women, on the outside, had had to fend for themselves 
andd their families, assuming economic and other responsibilities, under extremely difficult conditions. 
Manyy of them had suffered long periods of uncertainty about the fate of their husbands or sons, and had 
beenn forced to confront the authoritiesin their search. As can be expected, the compiled hardships of the 
Shi'itee women, accumulated from the beginningof the Iran-Iraq war throughout their refugee process into 
resettlement,, took its toll. Their narratives tell of depression,anxiety, insomnia, loneliness and even 
physicall  illness. In addition to the psychological effect of such prolonged trauma, according to my 
interviews,, forty-five women out of fifty  suffer from at least one of the following psychical symptoms: 
headache,, stomachache, lack of sleep, nightmares, vomiting, and loss of appetite, stress-related diseases. 
Changess in the Iraqi refugees' life from no freedom at all in Iraq to limited freedom in Saudi Arabia to an 
extremee freedom in The Netherlands had a direct effect on their new life in Holland. More than ever 
before,, the women needed a social network upon arriving inHolland to begin the process of healing. 
Unfortunately,, the resettlement process hindered this exact companionship. 

Shoulderingg the Burden of Expenses: The Women's Financial Hardships: 

Inn addition to the financial demands of basic social adaptation, most women, like Solima, one of the key 
informants,, also had to send funds back to family members in Iraq, who continued to be in dire need. In 
fact,, most refugee families were responsible for sending large portions of their income back to relatives in 
Iraq.. Throughout all of the women's narratives runs the ever-present theme of economic strain. The 
refugeess who had resettled in The Netherlands encountered a new society that demanded unheard of 
expenses.. Many of the women expressed shock at the endless list of debts they, their husbands, and their 
familiess accrued immediately upon arriving. 

"Whenn I was in Iraq I was wealthy and was used to a certain standard of life. Here in the Netherlands, it is 
soo difficult to keep that standard. I have difficulties in managing my budget. I did not get used to living of 
aa limited budget. Plus my daughters are teenagers now, and their living expenses are getting higher and 
higherr every year. I try to meet some of their needs and send some money to their sister in Iraq. 

Becausee of the language barrier, inapplicable work experience, insufficient job training and the wrong 
typee of education, it is difficult for these women and men to get jobs in The Netherlands. But, there is an 
additionall  problem that faces only women: the dress code. Ass mentioned earlier in the chapter, hampering 
anyy education or employment opportunities for Iraqi refugee women, is the inescapable Western prejudice 
againstt the "Hijab" head cover thus almost all private companies and governmental offices are not willing 
too hire "Muhajaba women with covered hair. 

Menn were able to find jobs but women could not because of the dress code. We thought when the Dutch 
decidedd to accept us; they would accept our culture too. I used to work as a teacher in Iraq and in the 
refugeee camp in Saudi Arabia. I had never dreamt of not being able to get a job in Holland. Now I depend 
financiallyfinancially on my husband, which I have never done in my life. 

Thee Iraqi men have more options than their female counterparts in that they are able to establish their own 
businesses.. Men have found a substantial market in such enterprises as bringing vegetables into town to 
selll  to the Iraqi people, slaughtering "HcdaT meat to distribute it among the Iraqi houses, and buying and 
sellingg fish to the Iraqi community. Also, the refugee men buy cars and use them as a means of 
communityy transportation so that Iraqi families may pay an affordable price to visit their relatives in 
Germany,, Sweden or France. They also use these vehicles to bring Muslim or Arab clothes from Syria and 
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Turkeyy to sell in Holland. Faith is the only woman out of the fifty  women interviewed who runs her own 
business.. Baking and selling Iraqi bread, she says that business is still quite limited because she has no car 
too distribute the breads to people in their houses. As Maha, one of the mid-aged informants, said 

AA man could find a job in the "black market" which the woman could not For 
womenn only in the government sector were there available jobs, and even this 
couldd hardly be accessible since it required education and mastery of the 
language.. Worst of all, the veil is not permitted in work. I finished my study and 
masteredd Dutch, but I am still not able to work. And even in the social welfare I 
amm registered as a sick person and hence could not find employment. 
Circumstancess are so difficult. Add to that the hardships we faced in "Rafha", 
whichh you can see we carry with us even now!! 

Sincee many of the women could not find work they spent much of their time indoors. Lonely and isolated, 
theyy accumulated enormous telephone bills calling friends and family in Iraq and in other resettlement 
locations.. In their narratives, they long to visit their relatives. 

Inn their refugee status, still caught in the system as the foreigner, most of the Shi'ite women missed the 
financialfinancial security they used to enjoy in Iraq before the war. At least in Iraq and in Saudi Arabia, though 
timess were economically difficult, many women were able to support themselves. In Holland, however, 
thee expenses increased drastically, the employment opportunities vanished, and the needs and expectations 
fromm Iraqi relatives increased. 

Stilll  a Foreigner: The Iraq i Women's Difficult y in Social Integration 

Ass described above, due to the language barrier and the hijab, despite their qualifications, many women 
weree unable to find employment in the Netherlands. Moreover, socially, women found it difficult to 
integratee into Dutch communities. Although The Netherlands is well known for its liberal openness, there 
stilll  remained a stigma around the hijab. 

II  have chosen to wear the Hijab by myself but I suffer tremendously from 
people'ss attitudes towards the head cover here. I am trying to get a job with sale 
companiess but it seems to be difficult with my head covered. I was told it is all 
rightright to cover my hair if I am doing training but for getting a real job I have to 
takee my head cover off. I would like to work and I am studying hard, but this is 
myy dress code and my religion and I cannot change it. My younger sister, who is 
fourteenn years old, wears the Hijab on the street on her way to and from school, 
butt she takes it off at school. She does not want her friends see her with Hijab. 
Shee is very confused. Our youngest sister, who is eleven years old, was only five 
whenn she came to Holland. She reached the age of wearing the Hijab [when she 
gott her first period], but she decided not to wear it because she saw how we are 
treatedd by the Dutch people and she does not want to be looked at strangely. She 
saidd she wanted to be seen as Dutch. 

Thee role of dress in identity-formation has been much discussed by scholars and teenagers alike. It holds 
notablee centrality to religious and ethnic identity marking and identity-building. The Muslim veil, in 
particular,, serves asone of the most controversial, contested, interpreted, and misinterpreted garment a 
womann can wear. (Knott and Khokher, 1993; Turner, 1990) It has often been interpreted as a symbol of 
Muslimm women's subjugation and domination. Other scholars have viewed it as a more complex practice 
andd symbol of identity formation that can have different meanings and significance. It can be used by 
womenn to gain respect and more freedom in public sphere as is the case with working Egyptian women of 
lowerr middle class. (MacLeod, 1991; Zuhur, 1992; Rujh, 1998) It can be a choice made by second 
generationn of Muslim women to assert their cultural and religious difference as a venue of empowerment 
inn racialized Western societies. 
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Thee veil is the foremost signifier  for  the Islam religion and the Islamic identity. As such, it presents and 
constructss such issues of sexuality, piety, pride, femininity , space, privacy, and power. Solima, one of the 
keyy informants, described the conflict of the hijab: 

Thee tragedy with the veil is that it is extremely difficul t to have any job! My 
eldestt  daughter  had so many diplomas but she could not fit  in any job because 
shee is wearing the veil! I could not understand why a government could spend so 
muchh of its money for  the education of a people that it could not make use of. 
Thee issue of the veil is considered differently by my daughters. The eldest is 
thinkin gg of returning to live in Iraq when the conditions change. The one in the 
middlee and the youngest were not thinkin g of going back to Iraq even if the 
regimee fell down. For  myself I might visit Iraq, but would never  plan to live there 
again. . 

Anotherr  Sanaa, one of the young informants also found the hijab to be a frustratin g dilemma. 

II  am studying computer. The veil is a problem I can get any post as a 
receptionistt  I have to modify my veil. I wear  the veiling differently from the way 
motherr  does but still veiled and is not acceptable for  the Dutch. I will not take it 
outt  It is part of my identity. 

Thee young girl s wear  the veiling differently from the way of their  mothers. Contrary to the perception of 
thee veil as a sign of weak feminine subjugation, many in the younger  generation have come to embrace 
thee veil as a form of identity building, a form of rebellion, a form of cultural pride, and a form of 
confrontationn with integration policies. According to the study by Claire Dwyer  on the subject of the 
meaningg of the hijab, the practice of veiling can be understood as the articulation of a specifically, 
consciouslyy Islamic identity. Particulary in the context of a European society, a young Muslim woman 
mayy opt for  the veil to stand up against the hegemony of the Western prejudice against Islam. (Dwyer, 
1999::  16) Sometimes, it is used to negotiate the boundaries of acceptibility in Islam as well as in the 
dominantt  Western cultural mentality. (Dwyer, 1999: 18) Embued with such potent and meaningful 
significance,, it serves a kind of moral celebration of cultural and religious independence. 

Too conclude, the meanings and significance of veiling becomes complex for  Iraqi women in the 
Netherlands.. For  those women who seek employment in the Dutch society, their  hijaab becomes a source 
off  conflict. On the one hand, the hijaab makes them stand out as the ultimate 'others' in the Dutch society 
andd compromises greatly their  opportunities of finding employment and integrating into the society. On 
thee other  hand, the hijaab remains for  some (old and young) women a symbol of their  religious and ethnic 
identity.. To overcome this dilemma, some Iraqi women become creative and resourceful about how they 
maintainn the religious and cultural practice of wearing the 'hijaab' while reducing its visibility . For 
example,, Hoda, a young Iraqi woman who veiled back at home, opted for  a new form of veiling (a head 
scarff  that only covers her  head) which is still modest yet less "odd-looking"  to the Dutch. 

Thee outlines of the different social positions in Iraq, which was explained in chapter  three and four, might 
givee us a wider  understanding to the different impact on women and men of the encounter  with the new 
society.. Women's lives became more dependant, and defensive, and disconnected than in Iraq and in 
Rafha-- Fearful of public scrutiny and discomfort, many Shi'ite women tended to keep to themselves. 
Unfortunately,, this only compounded the problem by further  alienating them from other  Dutch women. 
Somee women I interviewed spoke of wanting to go to Dutch clubs or  become involved in Dutch groups, 
butt  when they attend, they have difficult y communicating and feel conspicously foreign. Inter-gender 
relationss are even more daunting and difficul t for  the Shi'ite Iraqi refugees. Male-female friendships do 
nott  exist in traditional Iraqi , or  even Islamic, culture. In Holland, however, the schools, the parties, the 
extra-curricularr  activities, the workplaces are all co-educational. 
Onee young woman was telling that it was difficul t for  her  to attend sexual education in a co-education 
class.. In fact, she needed to leave the class during those lessons. In Iraq it was not permissible to leave the 
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class,, so the decision to exit the room had been a brave move. Speech about sex among girls was not a 
problemm but never in front of men, and of course, sexual liaisons are never to be had prior to marriage. 

Agee and gender continue to play large roles in the process of adapting. Everything from Dutch grammar to 
locall  transportation required a lot of energy and a lot of learning. 

Peoplee who have university education learn the language faster than the non-educated People who stayed 
longerr in Rafha camp have more difficulties learning and coping. Age is also a factor in language. Women 
aree willing to go to school but there are practical problems such as care of the children. Also, most of the 
womenn do not know how to ride a bicycle. Most of the men have cars, so the women need a way to 
transportt themselves. It is a challenge to live here, not bike and not have a car. 

Throughoutt the women's narratives, they shared countless small differences between the daily life in Iraq 
andd the daily life in Holland. For instance, the grandmothers often sit on the ground to eat, according to 
Islamicc custom, but the younger generation had trouble sitting comfortably on the floor and preferred to 
eatt around the table. These small differences make up the fabric of daily life. As an element changes, it 
affectss the entire daily routine. Littl e by little, it alters the customs of a family, and thus of the community 
att large. 

Womenn Compare Their  Rights in Different Societies: 

Ass the women shared their narratives, they talked often about the different rights they held in each of the 
threee societies in which they have lived. They lauded women who had become independent from their 
husbands.. Another form of independence the women learned to enjoy was the bicycle. As described 
earlier,, most refugee women did not have driver's license, but after a few years, many had adopted the 
bicyclee as a new mode of transportation. As Huda, one of the young informants, said that 70% of the 
youngg women from Rafha now ride bicycles. It has been a great change for them. 

Thee women valued female autonomy, but at the same time, this independence was not to break away from 
theirr children or male counterparts. They, nevertheless, held a deep commitment to their family and a 
sensee of solidarity with their husbands. Foremost, they felt a duty to utilize their independence to better 
caree for their traditions, family being central to the Shi'ite heritage. 

Unfortunately,, however, the new freedoms and demands took their toll on the most traditional elements of 
thee family. Suddenly, the youngest members of the family were in a position of command. Due to 
languagee barrier and cultural know-how, the ones closest to Dutch society were the youngest of the 
family,, thus toppling the entire, ancient tradition of age-determined authority. Within a few years, elder 
menn and women were dependent upon the translating ability of the pre-teen in the family. This shift in 
authorityy from grandmother to youngest daughter had a profound influence on the traditional hierarchy of 
womenn within the family. 

Thiss situation was as difficult for the young as it was for the elders. In addition to adult duties to their 
grandparents,, the young girls were faced with the complex predicament of traditional mores being directly 
att odds with their current assimilation. This is particularly the case in any inter-gender or inter-cultural 
friendship.friendship. One of the key informants named Nabila illustrated this dilemma: 

Inn Iraq we could not speak to the boys. If it happened that a girl spoke with a boy 
peoplee could think of her as "a bad girl". It is different here in Holland. When 
menn come as visitors they stay in the reception while women would stay in the 
rooms,, they never greet each other or speak to each other! Here we were faced by 
co-educationn and friendships are easy to make. In Iraq such friendship is 
consideredd as a love affair with all its consequences. In Iraq friendships are only 
amongg girls, but they are also more sincere. Here relations are shallow and 
limited.. We find it very difficult to make relations with Dutch since they hardly 
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everr approach anybody! We make our relations among the foreigners like 
Somalis,, Sudanese, etc. but not the European. 

Anotherr young woman Rajaa, one of the young informants, shared her own stories of negotiating a new 
identityy and her own autonomy while maintaining her own culture. 

II  arrived in Holland when I was fifteen years old. It was the sense of being a 
stranger!!  They enrolled us in a language school in "Apeldoorn" and our garments 
andd long shirts were our problem at school then. I was astonished at boys and 
girlss in co-education. We were a bit fanatic when we arrived from Saudi Arabia. 
However,, now we changed our dresses and started to wear pants and shirts. We 
aree following the mode now, but I never dress in short or tight clothes. Since I 
arrivedd here I was wearing the veil and I never removed it, but in fact I began to 
usee different color since we were used to black veils only while in Saudi Arabia. 
Lif ee is difficult with wearing the veil. I was studying administration and part of 
myy training was suppose to be with companies every two months. I was working 
withh the computer circuits. With the utmost difficulty I could find a company that 
wouldd accept me with my veil on. I might find myself obliged to take the veil off 
sincee I need to work and hence live. If it proves to be an obstacle [the veil] in my 
wayy of life I will simply remove it, though it would be painful to me. My life was 
betterr in Iraq, if not for the war! I left Iraq at the age of eleven. Life there was 
nicee amongst our people and our relatives. But, of course, the war and the 
situationn of the Uprising made it difficult for children, who practically awaited 
deathh if they stayed. 

Gossipp withi n the Shi'it e Community 
AA History of Distrust and Betrayal Engenders a New Internal 
Surveillance: Surveillance: 

Thee psychological trauma of the Ba'athist regime's policies had a deep effect upon the refugee 
communityy throughout their resettlement process. Their past experiences of terrifying espionage within 
Iraqq as well as Saudi Arabia had a lasting impression upon the refugees, to the extent that they often 
carriedd on the atmosphere of surveillance. 

Ass is often the case in these circumstances, the exile community is a crucial source of tension in the exiled 
individual'ss life. Informal peer pressure, such as gossip, acts as a sort of social control. With more free 
timee to talk and a closed group of people with whom to talk, refugees seek unity with each other. This 
engenders,, however, a level of gossip as the individuals reinforce traditional modes of behavior for 
themselves.. (Accad, 1991: 241) Particularly in the case of such traditional, religious communities, the 
groupp as a whole still endorses a traditional sexual morality where strict sexual honor and chastity are 
observed.. This close-knit surveillance, however, could lead to a type of espionage on one's neighbor. As 
Naimaa Solima said: 

Gossipp is the habit that has infiltrated to them [Iraqi refugees] by Saddam. This gossip and reporting 
remainn like a psychological disease. I have a daughter and if the visitors found a boy or man here during 
theirr visit they would speak about it to everyone! I am well reputed in both the Iraqi and Dutch societies— 
aa respect that I would not like to lose. Anyone should observe his religion being a foreigner. If anyone 
committedd a mistake and came out as an Iraqi, it would stigmatize all the Iraqis in the place. 

Manyy women expressed sorrow as they tried to come to terms with the irrevocable negative impact of a 
generationn that grew up with Saddam. The ingestion of the Ba'ath regime's tactics into the fabric of the 
Iraqii  Shi'ites, even those that fled and resettled, was devastating for many of the refugee women, 
particularlyy the elder women, who remember a code of honor that preceded Saddam and needed no gossip. 
Said,, Siham, one of the middle aged informants. 
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Thee effect of Rafha and Iraq in our lives is big. Saddam rules Iraq for many years 
andd he affected our psychology. The effect of his polices is great in people's live 
andd behavior. The neighbor reports on his neighbor to the government. The same 
behaviorr was transferred to Saudi Arabia and here, in The Netherlands. 

Assertionn of Continuity : Pride and Purpose in the Iraqi , Shi'ite, Arab Identity : 
TheThe Palm Trees of Iraq: Nostalgia for the Homeland and Lost Family 

Althoughh Iraq held the trauma of dictatorship and war, nevertheless, all of the women I interviewed 
expressedd a wrenching nostalgia for the land and traditions of Iraq. Yet, they were unable to return. 

Ass Sally one of the middle-aged informants, said: 

Inn Holland I miss something. I miss the crowded markets, especially in the early 
mornings.. In Iraq, we would go and find everything: fruits, vegetables, perfumes, 
spices,, sweets, ice, warm greetings. People would work all day in the fields and 
comee home to talk about the problems they had at work. They started their days 
inn the early mornings weeding and planting, and later taking care of the cows and 
sheep.. The women would gather at the banks of the river washing and talking in 
smalll  groups. They would help each other to balance the water jugs on their 
heads.. And when some water would spill over as they walked, their laughter 
wouldd spill over in equal amounts. When they reached the village the group 
wouldd melt among the trees, each woman silently settling into her home. 

Theirr  sweet memories of Iraq usually center  on the big houses, the land of fruits  and the good food, 
thee guests, and the warmth of the extended family. 

Anotherr image that arose throughout the women's stories was the splendor of the palm tree. It carries deep 
andd beautiful cultural and religious meanings. The palm tree serves as more than symbol, though. It also 
representss the perfection of the natural world, the sweet serenity of pre-war Iraq, and the bounty of 
nature'ss harvest. As was best expressed by Habiba, one the elderly and key informants said: 

Palmm trees (nakhla) for us mean protection, protection from the sun and from 
poverty.. I take care of palm trees above all other trees. We are the sons and 
daughterss of the palm trees. When a child is born we bury the umbilical cord 
underr a blessed palm tree. Male cords under the male tree, for it is stronger, and 
femalee cords under the female tree for it is more delicate and smooth. This way, 
thee child will grow up looking up to the palm tree. He will be connected to it like 
hiss mother. The palm tree is beautiful because it is tall and elegant It is strong 
andd does not bend in the wind. Time can't leave traces on it. The branches are 
likee fingers up in the sky protecting us from the bombs. Sometimes they stand 
alsoo like swords to protect us. We feel the love of the palm tree like a human 
being.. The palm trees carry many secrets from those who have sat underneath 
themm She listens to our secrets and then whispers stories to us. The palm trees 
aree very giving. From the trunk of the tree we make the pillars of our houses. The 
rooff  of the house is made with the leaves, which symbolize God's blessing and 
protection.. When we have a wedding we make the house from the branches of 
thee palm trees for good luck. We eat the dates and drink the milk. We make 
basketss and prayer mats to give us money. Even after death the palm tree prays 
forr you, so we plant a tree near the grave. In any event such as marriage or 
circumcisionn we carry the palm branch. We the Shi'ite fought three wars: one for 
ourr country, one for our religion, and one for our houses and palm trees. 

Thee poetry of this passage, as well as the profundity of its content, provides a pillar of strength for the 
menn and women in exile from their homeland. Its image directly symbolizes their love of their homeland. 
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Theyy express their  longing for  the palm tree's branches, especially in the ceremonies and important 
occasions.. Waving the palm branches symbolizes the holiness of an occasion itself. During a victory, 
beforee someone leaves for  the Haj pilgrimage to Mecca, or  during any sacred, joyous event, the palm 
branchh is waved. Women who come from Amarah, al-Bassra, and Abu Khasib, mentioned that during the 
war,, their  palm trees were actually shot down during warfare. They mourn these slain trees as one would a 
familyy member. During the war, women relied wholly upon the fruit 59 and milk of the palm trees, since 
anyy tri p to the market risked death. Literally , the trees fed the people throughout the terrors of war. The 
womenn beautifully conveyed to me that the nakhla was a Blessed Tree, a gift of God. Even the wallpapers 
off  the women's Dutch houses had images of palm trees dotting the patterns. 

Thee women also recounted the nostalgia of the smells of Iraq. Having lived near  the sea, they recalled the 
sweett  smell of barbecued fish and also of the freshly baked Iraqi bread. The elder  women had a relaxed 
securityy in their  memories of Iraq. In their  interviews, they were content to live from the nostalgia of their 
originall  homeland. Rather  than attempting to assimilate and adopt the new, European modes of life, the 
elderr  women were content to maintain a respectable status in their  new host society by maintaining the 
treasuress of their  own Iraqi culture. One example of this continuity was in the keeping of Iraqi cuisine. 
Utilizin gg their  nostalgia for  the benefit of the community—both among the refugees and for  the Dutch, the 
womenn dedicated their  exiled lives to continuing the tradition s of Iraqi , such as cooking and baking. 

Forr  elder  women such as Habiba, cooking had always been a labor  of love, pride, and power  within the 
family60.. Now it also became a means of identity. It is passed down from generation to generation of 
women,, from grandmother  to mother  to daughter, through an oral traditio n of shared time in the kitchen. 
Inn Holland, cooking served as a source of stability. Even the creativity needed to account for  missing 
ingredientss served as a cherished forum of connection among the women and between generations. 

Thee struggle of integration is seen more among the young, for  whom the process of assimilation is urgent 
Whil ee the grandmothers found security and joy within the traditions, the youth often felt inhibited by their 
Iraqii  culture. Solima, one of the key informants described the different ways in which her  daughters have 
balancedd this difficul t divide between modern and traditional . 

"Nabil aa was eleven when they went into exile out of Iraq. She is the most 
attachedd to her  roots unlike her  younger  sisters. The young sisters prefer  the 
Dutchh films and programs in TV, and they ask Nabila to interpret for  them when 
theyy come across an Arabic film.  They read much and when approached by 
[Iraqi ]]  visitors they keep silent and find difficult y in understanding their  way of 
salutingg and greeting. They listen to western music in their  rooms. They wear 
pantss and shirts in house adding the head cover  in the street and remove it at 
school.. If their  peers visit them, they close themselves off in the rooms. (I  could 
nott  understand their  language). The one in the middle is the one farthest from her 
languagee and culture. The youngest is more active in tryin g to understand her 
culturee and language. With the visitors come, she gets bothered with their  stories 
aboutt  Iraq. I discovered that they were keeping sand from Iraq. She says to me 
"Noww I feel as if my heart as if in fire when I remember Iraq. I asked every 
returneee to bring me some sand from Iraq. Since homeland is precious!" 

599 Dates represent a particular  importance in the religion of Islam. Mentioned throughout the Holy Qu'ran, the Prophet Muhammad said 
theyy were the most nourishing of foods, and could even constitue a meal in and of itself. Any sacred fast is to be broken with the date. 
Also,, any house mat has no dates will have inhabitants that are hungry. Moreover, die palm tree is connected with die birt h of Sayedna Isa 
[Jesus,, who is considered a holy prophet in Islam]. According to the Qu'ran, when Mary gave birt h to him, her  labor  pains were so great 
thatt  they drove her  to clutch the trunk of the palm tree. She received word from God: "Shake the trunk of the Palm Tree towards thee and 
thouu wilt cause ripe dates to fall upon mee". Verse 19:25 

600 Similarly , Donna Gabaccia, 1998 in her  book "W e are what we eat: From the other  side"  me theme of the book is migration reproduces 
regionalismm in US. From cookery you critiqu e new ethnicity. From focus on cookery you can critiqu e feminism to be too American in 
dieirr  focus on individualism and their  view of the family as the site of women's opposition. Family cookery can be a site of power. 
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Ass I ate breakfast with this family, I noticed that the breakfast was a traditional Iraqi meal of boiled eggs, 
cheese,, nuts, butter, jam, honey, yogurt, tea with milk, ground meat and Somiel (Iraqi bread). I sat for the 
meall  with Solima and Nabila. Rahiel and Montahata, the two youngest daughters, however, did not join us 
sincee they preferred coffee with toast, butter and cheese only. In Holland the question of integration often 
rann counter to the desire to reconnect with their Shi'ism. But, as Montana, the youngest daughter of 
Solima,, shows a new confidence in constructing her identity as Shi'ite. 

Thee women I interviewed had many mixed emotions concerning their relationship with Iraq. Many 
expressedd guilt of having left behind relatives in Iraq. Refugees often do not want to return to their 
homeland,, despite nostalgia, because they fear their relatives will not accept them due to their 
abandonmentt of them as they were exiled. Men especially felt that "A man should defend his land". 
Overall,, the refugees shared a continued anxiety over the loved ones they left behind Despite these 
feelingss of guilt, the strength of pride and loyalty shone through any discussion of the past life in Iraq. 
Habiba,, one of the mid-aged informants, recounted that 

Inn 1975, I used to go to a literacy school I used to be a very wealthy women, 
throwingg everything I didn't need away. My teacher once told me, 'Do not throw 
outt those old clothes! The day might come when you need them!' Well, the day 
came.. May God revenge us from Saddam! He drove us away from our houses, 
ourr relatives, our country, our wealth, and our palm trees. And we came here 
[Holland],, and we became beggars. 

Identities::  The Ultimate Outsiders: 

Thee independence of having survived the refugee experience along with the longing for the homeland 
createdd a fierce loyalty to Iraqi culture within the framework of Dutch culture. Recreation of Iraq in 
homes,, cuisine, and traditions allowed for a critical source of cultural and personal identity building. 

Habiba,, one of the elderly and key informants, told an especially moving story of the painful complexity 
off  declaring her identity as a refugee. 

Onee day, we went to buy goods from a Turkish shop. The owner, a Turk, asked 
us,, seeing our veils, 'Where are you from?' We told him that we are from Iraq, 
oncee a great nation, a great civilization. But we are here as refugees. Now we live 
offf  the charity of the Dutch, [long silence] 

Forr Habiba, the pride of her own nationality and religion are in direct contrast to the shame of what her 
countryy has become. The status of refugee is a painful one in that it does not do justice to her own identity. 
Moreover,, the position of imposing on a guest is an awkward one, particularly in Islamic culture. 
Althoughh the Queen of The Netherlands did, in fact, proclaim the Iraqi Shi'ite refugees as "guests of the 
Queen",, their identity on the street is one of pitiful, helpless refugees. Outwardly, to their Dutch hosts and 
neighbors,, the Iraqi Shi'ite women appeared littl e interested in assimilating to Dutch culture. Whatever 
adaptationss appear to have taken place were viewed as minimal and unavoidable adjustments to a new life 
inn the Netherlands. . 

Thee first change that is most apparent is ironically an assertion of a continuity, the insistence on living a 
full ,, visible and public life as Shi'ites. The continuity is found in their knowledge of a traditional religious 
culture,, inherited as a Shi'ite birthright, so-to-speak, in Iraq. The change in coming to the Netherlands is 
nott the change to Dutch culture but the change to religious and ethnic freedom. Only now can they fully 
practicee their traditional religious cultures, drawing upon this free practice as a source of personal pride 
andd self-confidence61. Precisely the Shi'ite practices that were forbidden or severely restricted in the 
repressivee atmosphere of post-1958 Ba'athist Iraq and precisely the self-assertion denied to them by the 

II  have noticed how the women spoke more freely about their  religious tradition s when I interviewed them in The Netherlands than in 
Saudii  Arabia. 
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politicall  circumstances of their  life in Iraq, could now be finally  overcome. This was the change the 
refugeess had come for. 

Continuit yy was thus a strong concern of the Shi'ites in exile, reflected in the intense activity with which 
theyy rebuilt the bases of their  social and cultural life. To reconstruct the familiar  is an important means of 
copingg with forced separation and loss. However, the formulation of their  cultural heritage necessarily 
involvedd a selection of elements from traditio n and history. An active process of choosing, they 
reconstructedd their  individual and collective pasts in new contexts. As Fatima one of the key informants 
said: : 

Wee came here because we had a problem. We worked to solve it by leaving the 
country,, because of our  religion. We left our  relatives, our  luxuries. We did not 
comee here because we are hungry or  because we are poor. We came here because 
Saddamm mistreated us because of our  religion. We lost our  dignity, our  children, 
andd our  relatives. 

Thee primary function in Iraq was that of political opposition to the Iraqi regime, to preserve the Shi'ite 
identity.. But in exile, these symbols also formed the basis for  the community, defining the collective 
identityy and the heritage. To establish themselves socially, politically , culturally , refugees often must 
choosee the tradition s that will survive and aid them, revitalizing or  "inventing"  traditions. (Hobsbawm, 
1983) ) 

Fatimaa said: 

Inn Holland we were not obliged to serve the ritual s through reading. I did it 
becausee I learnt it from my family. It was not taught in school, but I learnt it from 
myy ancestors. Now I used to take my children to show and observe and hence 
learnn how their  father  used to take them with him to the mosque. I used to do the 
readingg for  five days. I was sticking to my habits from Iraq. Until now I could not 
buyy any special food for  my children and they were acquainted to one ordinary 
food.. I learnt this from my mother  who learnt from her  grandmother! So many 
womenn changed and took the habits of the Dutch, but I will not To date I drink 
teaa in a glass as in Iraq and never  in a mug like the Dutch. Some of my friends 
weree telling that they enjoy visiting me since to them I was not living in Holland. 
II  do not care about changing to be Dutch; the Dutch can change to be like me. 
Ourr  habits are really nice! 

Inn a strong effort of cultural continuity, many women take pride in each of the Iraqi and Shi'ite customs. 
Often,, the domestic space reflects this continuity. For  instance, many women created a sense of "home"  in 
theirr  houses by decorating the interior s in an Iraqi style or  displaying many photos of their  family 
members. . 

Severall  studies of exile experience emphasize the importance of preserving, redefining, and re-
appropriatin gg cultural heritage as a mechanism for  enduring the trauma of uprootedness62. The Iraqi s 
foundd the preservation of Iraqi culture helpful in adjusting to the new exilic condition. As result, debates 
aboutt  what constitutes "Iraq i Shi'ite Arab identity"  or  what aspects of the Iraqi culture should be 
preservedd have come to dominate newspapers, bulletins, meetings and conversations among the refugee 
community. . 

Thee Shi'ite identity is not silenced as it was in Iraq but it is active and continually being developed In 
religiouss celebrations, processions, corteges, pageants, the refugees follow their  tradition s using whatever 
spacee is available, from homes to rented halls. Even those who in Iraq, did not appreciate the popular 
poetryy and popular  stories, have come to regret what they did not preserve. According to the women's 

622 For  more information on dealing with uprootness and trauma see Handlin, 1973; Chales, 1973; Keller, 1975; Summertield, 1993; 
AMulrahim ,, 1993; Malkki , 1997; Ferris, 1998 
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narratives,, back in Iraq, the educated often thought of these Shi'ite rites as backward, but in the new exilic 
communityy in Holland, these traditions have become treasures. 

Reflectionss on their  stories: 

Thiss section differs from the previous chapters in numerous respects. Foremost, it is a current 
predicament.. Unlike the stories of Iraq, the Uprising, and the Saudi refugee camps, the narratives of the 
Netherlandss were not told from memory, but from actual, daily life. Another reason, however, for the 
markedd fluency of these stories is the content, which is far less traumatic than that of other episodes of 
theirr lives. The new life in exile has numerous problems and pains, but the sheer terror of life in Iraq and 
uncertaintyy of lif e on Rafha has dissipated. Here, the situation is less political and more personal. But 
whilee there is no oppression from the state, there is, nevertheless, a great deal of prejudice, alienation, 
isolation,, and internal conflict Thus the narratives have less silences and gaps. They are more fluent in 
nature,, less inhibited than the previously discussed narratives, which deal with episodes of pure trauma. 

Resettlementt in a foreign country is always difficult, particularly when the culture is as vastly different 
fromfrom one's own as the Dutch is from the Iraqi. But, despite the difficulty, the women I interviewed balked 
att the prospect of returning home. Foremost, the psychological terror of their life in Iraq and the loved 
oness they had lost had scarred them irrevocably. Secondly, their homes, jobs, social structures and way of 
lif ee had been demolished during the wars, the Uprising, and the period since their flight Lastly, they 
fearedd resentment from those of the community that had remained in Iraq. 

Theree are many shared sentiments among the stories. These war experiences have affected their 
relationshipp with Iraq, the homeland. Most of the stories are extremely negative towards Saddam, whose 
regimee they consider despicable, a poison that ruined their lives. Another common theme was the pain of 
lostt family. The women were deeply affected by losing family members, but also the family support 
structure.. They complained of missing the presence and company of their social network, which, in Iraq, 
iss comprised mainly of relatives. Many women made many phone calls home to Iraq and amassed 
exorbitantt phone bills. This, as we shall explore later, affects their budget and their way of living. Some of 
themm shifted to writing letters instead. These daily issues comprise the larger themes of building a life in 
ann exiled state. 

Thee subject of Dutch culture arises regularly, but not in detail. It is a context, but not a source of content 
forr the majority of these women, especially the elder women. What does arise is the elements of Dutch 
societyy that come into conflict with the refugees. Foremost is the Dutch law. The legal context of the 
DutchDutch government has a continuous affect upon the refugees and their lives and rights. 

Conclusion: : 

Afterr studying the numerous narratives and accounts given to me by the Iraqi Shi'ite refugees, it has 
becomee clear that as a whole, the Shi'ite community in the Netherlands is more concerned with building 
theirr Shi'ite identity than they are of integrating in the Dutch society. After finding peace and freedom, 
peoplee turn to rediscovering themselves. In the face of the assimilating process, however, many Iraqi ways 
off  lif e suffered greatly. 

Foremostt among these were the family structure and the institute of marriage. The marital relationship, in 
particular,, came under severe pressure during exile. People who married in Saudi Arabia out of self-
protectionn have encountered numerous, insurmountable difficulties with their spouses. Without the family 
too encourage reconciliation or provide support to estranged wives, the rate of divorce has increased 
drasticallyy in Holland. 

Peoplee who experienced imprisonment, torture, or the loss of loved ones in Iraq have difficulty putting the 
pastt neatly behind them. The accumulation of trauma had deep psychological and physical effects on men 
andd women. Women, as we have seen in this chapter, suffer especially, since the system of family support 
andd domestic safety do not exist in Holland as they did in Iraqi society. Women have gone through an 
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evenn more complex transformation in exile. For  women who refused to surrender  to the pressures of brutal 
regime,, it becomes progressively difficul t to put up with male dominance in personal relationship. 
Anotherr  challenge that affected the women in particular  was the prejudice against the hijab and traditional 
Muslimm dress. Many women, especially younger  women, had to make the exhausting decision whether  or 
nott  they wanted to maintain their  own religious identity or  gain acceptance in Dutch culture. This 
presentedd economic as well as social difficulties; employers often refused to hire women who decided to 
veil. . 
Also,, mothers experienced many challenges in the day-to-day maintenance of family and household. 
Withoutt  the established respect of the culture, as they were accustomed to in Iraq, women still managed to 
incorporatee their  tradition s into their  cooking, child-rearing, and religious practices. Even with such 
troublesomee issues as Dutch law and finances, the women worked to achieve autonomy and 
independence.. Rob, director  of the Apeldoorn orientation center, commented about the extreme difference 
inn the two cultures of Holland and Iraq with regards to healing from the traumas. 

Whenn the children play with their  toys they often break the arms, take the eyes 
outt  or  throw the dolls away. Some of the children have psychological problems 
duee to the atrocities of war, especially the ones who were born in Iraq and came 
too Rafha and then came here. Some of them are late learners and confused. 
Childrenn are often left to play with themselves, because there is a different way 
off  raising the children in their  country of origin [Iraq ] than in Holland. 

Arrivin gg in Holland was a cause for  relief and thanksgiving among the refugees. Finally, they were able to 
livee without the terror  of war  and dictatorship. But, it was also a cause for  pain, alienation, and nostalgia. 
Unlikee Rafha, which was temporary, resettlement in Holland was a permanent move. Although the Iraqi 
Shi'itess faced numerous challenges building a new lif e in such a foreign culture, they have succeeded in 
establishingg themselves here. It is a long and complex process of reconstructing a lost identity, but 
accordingg to the narratives of the Iraq Shi'ite women, this identity is deeply rooted, even in the new 
homelandd of Holland. Salima, one of the key informants voiced this sentiment eloquently in a poem of her 
own. . 

Inn exile we have spent years 
Andd we have become as though we were pleading to God [for  even this]. 
Sendd us back to our  homeland the best of returns! 
Ourr  tears flow over  the borders -
Wheree are you, O people of Generosity and Liberalit y [Husayn and other  Imams]? 
Wee look to you, O Husayn, to protect us. 
Wheree are you, O Husayn, as Fate wrestles with us with its naked hands? 
Whyy is the world so out of joint? It betrays both the good and saints. 
Itt  makes our  tears copious. 
Whyy did you go, O saint, and leave us? 
Whatt  a cool breeze [you were] in the heat of the summer! 
Yourr  Shi'ite need you 

Theyy got opportunities, but as we shall explore later, it also brought forth many challenges. At the 
beginningg of their  arrival , these interviewees were faced by culture shocks that often presented 
uncomfortablee situations, contradicting entire aspects of their  traditional culture. 

Whenn we first arrived in our  room in the camp we were requested to go to the 
studioo to prepare photos. It was strange for  us to go in the street without the 
garmentt  [traditiona l Ibaya]. We spent four  years in Rafha wearing it! We found 
ourselvess face to face with the men taking our  pictures in the studio! Just walking 
inn the street was overwhelming! People were wearing such short dresses that I 
decidedd I would never  walk out again! I forbade my daughter  from walking out! 
Itt  was our  first time in public in a very long period and we were really affected. 
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Thee issue of dress may seem superficial, but in fact, it provides a clear  example of a cultural difference in 
thee notion of liberty. Western dress, in the eyes of Westerners, is a liberation from the confines of the 
abayaabaya covering. But for  women who have spent their  entire lives in a culture that values modesty and 
traditiona ll  gowns, veiling, if chosen by the women, is not an imprisonment at all. For  the most part, 
however,, the freedoms found in the Netherlands allowed the women to explore new options of self-
cultivationn in order  to provide for  their  families and themselves. 
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